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a b s t r a c t

Knowledge is nowadays considered as a significant source of performance improvement, but may be dif-
ficult to identify, structure, analyse and reuse properly. A possible source of knowledge is in the data and 
information stored in various modules of industrial information systems, like CMMS (Computerized 
Maintenance Management Systems) for maintenance. In that context, the main objective of this paper 
is to propose a framework allowing to manage and generate knowledge from information on past expe-
riences, in order to improve the decisions related to the maintenance activity. In that purpose, we suggest 
an original Experience Feedback process dedicated to maintenance, allowing to capitalize on past activ-
ities by (i) formalizing the domain knowledge and experiences using a visual knowledge representation 
formalism with logical foundation (Conceptual Graphs); (ii) extracting new knowledge thanks to associ-
ation rules mining algorithms, using an innovative interactive approach; and (iii) interpreting and eval-
uating this new knowledge thanks to the reasoning operations of Conceptual Graphs. The suggested 
method is illustrated on a case study based on real data dealing with the maintenance of overhead cranes. 

1. Introduction

An efficient maintenance is one of the key factors of industrial

performance [75]. Various maintenance strategies have been

developed in the last decades, including Preventive Maintenance

[68], Predictive Maintenance [41], Reliability Centred Maintenance

(RCM) [64] or Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) [69], and ap-

plied to different industrial domains. Nevertheless, the idea of indi-

vidualized maintenance strategies, based on a specific knowledge

in each company, has recently emerged with the emphasis on

‘‘knowledge-based enterprise’’; indeed, the global economy is pro-

gressively shifting from a manufacturing based value system to a

knowledge-based value system [19].

Even if knowledge is the base of human activity, only a part of it

(‘‘explicit knowledge’’) is easily accessible, can be stored in infor-

mation systems and can be efficiently reused. Making explicit the

‘‘implicit knowledge’’ (sometimes called ‘‘tacit knowledge’’) is the

objective of Knowledge Engineering [56,77,83], recently object of

an increased attention, especially from large companies. Human

experts may directly formalize implicit knowledge in an explicit

way, but it often requires a long and complex process [61]. Explicit

knowledge may also be extracted (automatically or not) from

information related to past experiences stored in the information

system of the company: learning from experiences has therefore

become a very active field [50] and is the main target of this work.

Maintenance is known as a field where a great mass of data is

daily collected [10]: this is due to the generalization of Computer-

ized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) in large compa-

nies, making available a large amount of information provided by

technicians after each maintenance intervention (e.g. date of inter-

vention, concerned equipment, technicians name, type of failure,

functional localisation, cause, actions performed, etc.). Nowadays,

this information is mainly used for traceability purpose, but it

could be processed in order to allow the extraction and formaliza-

tion of hidden knowledge. This knowledge could potentially be

useful to improve the maintenance of the production process, but

its extraction can hardly be done manually [89]. Data mining tech-

niques [44] may allow an automated or semi-automated extraction

of knowledge from databases. Some experiments have already

been conducted in the domain of maintenance: see for instance

[60,74,90]. These studies show interesting results, but the use of

the suggested methods usually requires a high level of expertise.

In that context, we suggest an original approach for facilitating

the use of an Experience Feedback process dedicated to mainte-

nance, by using Conceptual Graphs [80] for structuring the experi-

ences, expressing the requirements of the users, then analysing

and evaluating the provided knowledge database.

In that purpose, we first suggest to formalize the domain vocab-

ulary and the past experiences included in a CMMS using the Con-

ceptual Graphs formalism. We then describe a method for
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extracting, interpreting and evaluating meaningful knowledge

based on association rules mining algorithms as an iterative and

interactive process controlled by the human decision maker, who

can express his requests on the type of knowledge produced, and

validates the results of the knowledge extraction process.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 explores

the state of the art on Experience Feedback process, industrial

maintenance and knowledge-based maintenance systems. Sec-

tion 3 suggests a model of Experience Feedback in maintenance,

while Section 4 presents an illustrative example based on real data

dealing with the maintenance of overhead cranes in the aeronautic

industry.

2. State of the art

2.1. Experience Feedback and knowledge management

Knowledge management can be defined as the process of creat-

ing value from an organizations intangible assets; it combines no-

tions from several different domains, such as organizational

behavior, human resource management, artificial intelligence and

information technology [52]. Nevertheless, it can be difficult for

experts to describe from scratch a non-contextualized generic

knowledge [45]. Therefore, techniques allowing to reuse knowl-

edge contained in past experiences have recently been object of

an increasing attention, especially Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)

[1], which adapts the solution of an already solved problem for

addressing a new one [51]. Nevertheless, the aim of CBR is not to

generalize this knowledge by formalizing an implicit knowledge

in an explicit way, which is one of the objectives of experience

management techniques. Indeed, an experience may be considered

as a specialization of knowledge, or as a singular instance (or form)

of previous knowledge [85]. Knowledge and experience manage-

ment both include steps of collection, modeling, storage, evalua-

tion and maintenance [11]. Since it is often easier for operational

actors to validate the expertise extracted from lived experiences

than to directly structure knowledge, the management of past

experiences has become a strategic need for enterprises [25]. Close

to experience management, Experience Feedback (EF) can be de-

fined as a structured approach for capitalization, processing and

exploitation of knowledge derived from the analysis of positive

and/or negative events [73]. Such EF process is consistent with

the usual processing stages of experience management [11]: dis-

cover, capture and collect, store (capitalization), evaluate, adapt,

transform experience into knowledge (processing), reuse and main-

tain (exploitation).

In the context of maintenance, failures and incidents are part of

a ‘‘negative EF’’ that aims at avoiding the repetition of similar er-

rors and improving problem solving. We are therefore especially

interested in two critical points of the EF process: experience-

knowledge formalization and new knowledge discovery, analysed

in next sections.

2.1.1. Experience-knowledge formalization

An experience can be defined using different information slots,

e.g. context (in which the event occurred), analysis and solution

[42]. The EF process requires a deep reflection on the choice of a

knowledge representation formalism in the EF database: this for-

malism should indeed facilitate the difficult step of identifying

the knowledge contained in each experience [11], but a formal

knowledge representation should also allow to carry out the rea-

soning, and may facilitate the explanation and the sharing of this

knowledge [19]. As a consequence, we have firstly investigated

knowledge representation formalisms that could be used to better

structure the stored experiences. These formalisms are mainly:

- Frames based systems [62], where concepts represent sets of

objects with common properties;

- Semantic Networks [72], providing a graphical representation of

human knowledge, expressed by semantic relations between

concepts;

- Description Logics (DLs) [12] and Conceptual Graphs (CGs) [80],

both coming from semantic networks and formalising knowl-

edge using a first-order logic [47].

A representation formalism should provide both expressiveness

and a decidable inference process [58]. This is the case for CGs,

allowing both representation and reasoning [80]. Moreover, this

formalism is nowadays the only logic-based model that has a cor-

responding interpretation in graph theory [87]. As a consequence,

this formalism has been chosen for the present study.

A CG is composed of two types of nodes: concepts nodes (de-

noted by rectangles) representing entities, and relation nodes (de-

noted by ovals) representing relationships between these entities.

The ordered set of concept types is denoted TC and called a ‘‘hier-

archy of concept types’’, while the set of relations is denoted TR

and is represented by a ‘‘hierarchy of relation types’’ [16]. These

hierarchies represent the ontological knowledge needed to formal-

ize factual knowledge using CGs. Knowledge representation in CGs

is entirely graphical and close to an expression in natural language,

facilitating the interpretation by the user. Reasoning is based on

graph operations, mainly relying on graph homomorphism. These

operations act directly on the represented knowledge, without

requiring a logical language. This avoids the problem of explaining

subsumptions found in DLs [59]. CGs allow to express various

types of knowledge: descriptions, patterns, inference rules and

constraints [6] and to structure and contextualize knowledge

through nested CGs. Moreover, CGs can be translated into other

knowledge representation formalisms, such as semantic web lan-

guages [81] or Petri nets [82]. Finally, many links exist between

CGs and DLs [22,70], which is the most common language in

knowledge based applications.

2.1.2. Knowledge discovery

The context of this study requires to transform experiences

stored in databases into new knowledge. This is the objective

of Knowledge Discovery from Databases (KDD). KDD is ‘‘the non-

trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ulti-

mately understandable patterns in data’’ [28]. Since the vast

amount of data stored in databases has great potential as source

of new knowledge [39], KDD has become essential in many

industrial domains, including product and process design, mate-

rials planning, quality control, scheduling and maintenance. This

process usually requires several steps, including data mining

(DM) [44]. Data mining aims at discovering hidden knowledge

(relationships or patterns) in large volumes of data [39]. It is

generally considered as the main step in the KDD process, and

consists in applying data analysis and discovery algorithms for

generating knowledge [44]. DM systems are often classified

according to the kind of database mined, the kind of knowledge

mined, the kind of technique utilized and the application domain

[37]. In an industrial context, DM is frequently partitioned

according to the kind of knowledge to be mined [38]. One can

distinguish between:

- Descriptive DM [24,35], that focuses on the discovery of patterns

(or models) in the data. Examples include summarization, clus-

tering, association rules mining and sequence discovery.

- Predictive DM, focusing on predicting the behavior of a model,

and determining the future values of variables from the infor-

mation included in the databases [21].



In descriptive DM, association rule mining is often considered

as facilitating the understanding of knowledge by the user, since

relationships with the form IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)

are often seen as close to human reasoning [46].

2.2. Knowledge based industrial maintenance

2.2.1. Industrial maintenance

Maintenance is an important function that supports the pri-

mary process of an organization [4]. According to European Stan-

dards [27], maintenance is defined as ‘‘the combination of all

technical, administrative and managerial actions performed during

the life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state

in which it can perform the required function’’. Following this defini-

tion, two main types of actions may be distinguished in mainte-

nance: actions for retaining and actions for restoring a service,

i.e. preventive and corrective maintenance operations. The classifi-

cation presented by the European Standard for maintenance termi-

nology [27] is shown in Fig. 1.

This classification depends on the respective position in time of

the maintenance activity and of the failure: an intervention before

a failure is a preventive maintenance, carried out at predetermined

intervals or when a specific need is identified (‘‘on condition’’),

while an intervention after failure is a corrective maintenance

activity, and can be immediate or postponed.

Nowadays, the global performance of the companies depends to

a large extent on their performance in maintenance, but the

increasing complexity and level of automation of the industrial

equipment make it difficult for the users to operate, diagnose

and maintain it efficiently. Maintenance tasks are becoming more

and more complex and diverse, involving not only activities on

mechanical components, but also on electronic, hydraulic, electro-

mechanical systems and software [4]. Managers, supervisors and

operators consider that a lack of knowledge on the plant, equip-

ment and process is the main limitation for implementing effective

maintenance procedures [23]. Thus, it is important to provide deci-

sion support to the actors, based on complementary experience

and knowledge, for performing the right maintenance action at

the right time.

2.2.2. Knowledge-based maintenance systems

It is now commonly considered that the knowledge gained dur-

ing the maintenance activities could be reused to improve the next

interventions [9]. In this context, and considering the difficulties

for implementing strategies like TPM and RCM (see Section 1),

organizations try to use their internal knowledge more efficiently

[40].

Several knowledge-based systems, usually based on expert

knowledge, have been developed to support maintenance deci-

sions, with objectives including design of strategies, scheduling

of tasks or diagnosis of machines. A method for knowledge cap-

italization in maintenance, aiming at developing a decision sup-

port system (DSS) for the diagnosis and repair of an equipment

by using past experiences, is for instance described in [74]. De-

tect, preserve, capitalize and actualize the strategic knowledge

are its main steps, based on Case-Based Reasoning. The main dif-

ficulty of this method is that the used knowledge representation

techniques do not have a reasoning mechanism. MAIC [71] is a

knowledge-based DSS also using CBR for the maintenance of a

chemical plant, based on an adaptation of past experiences, tak-

ing into consideration economic variables. EXPERT-MM [8] sug-

gests maintenance strategies on the base of expert knowledge

stored in a knowledge database. Chassiakos et al. [14] describes

a knowledge-based system aiming at building the maintenance

planning of a bridge.

According to [21], only 8% of the studies on data mining appli-

cation in manufacturing are related to the maintenance domain,

including descriptive and predictive DM: this is consistent with

[39], denoting that even if this domain was the first area of man-

ufacturing taking advantage of data mining-based solutions, only

a few reports on the use of data mining were found in mainte-

nance applications. In Létourneau et al. [55], a DSS for predicting

the failure of a component is described, based on data collected

from sensors, with the goal to improve the preventive mainte-

nance. Several data mining approaches are used, like decision

trees, naive Bayesian networks, regressions and neural networks.

In Shen et al. [78], the rough-set theory is applied to the diagnos-

tic of faults and is used to extract rules predicting the occurrence

of failures (predictive DM).

In our context, some studies suggest to use association rules

mining (descriptive DM) for improving the maintenance process.

Others do not explicitly target such improvement, but provide re-

sults that may be useful in that purpose (see for instance

[18,54,60,63]). The main characteristics of these studies are sum-

marized in Table 1, namely the algorithm used for rule mining,

the goal of the study, the application domain and the source of

data.

A first comment on Table 1 is that the Apriori algorithm [3], well

known for its simplicity and efficiency, is often used. It can also be

noticed that the objectives of these studies are often rather precise.

This facilitates the interpretation/validation of the obtained rules,

all based on the same itemsets (symptoms-causes for a data min-

ing activity oriented on diagnosis for instance). As a consequence,

few of these works are interested in getting all the possible types of

rules that an algorithm may identify from a database, which is our

objective. In this case, helping the user to understand the possible

links between extracted rules of different types becomes of great

interest. Supporting him not only in diagnostic activities but also

in problem solving, database structuration, prognostic activities,

etc. is also necessary.

In the studies described in Table 1, the interaction with the

users is not detailed, except in Mirabadi and Sharifian [63] where

the use of the Generalized Rule Induction algorithm allows the user

to specify how many rules she/he expects.

In comparison with these studies, all dealing with association

rules mining in maintenance, our approach has several original

aspects:

- the goal of the data mining activity is not to solve a specific

problem (diagnosis for instance) but to explore all the links

between itemsets identified by the rule extraction algorithm;

- since rules of different types will be mined, it may be beneficial

to firstly show to the user the relationships between the differ-

ent types of mined rules. One of our objectives is therefore to

provide tools allowing the user to analyse the structure of the

produced knowledge;

- for the same reason, it becomes interesting to provide the user

with tools allowing to filter the set of rules according to differ-

ent points of view or expectations; and

Maintenance

CorrectivePreventive

PredeterminedOn condition

Scheduled
Scheduled, on-request 

or continuous

DeferredImmediate

Fig. 1. Maintenance types according to [27].



- finally, interesting things may be learnt not only from the rules

that are present, but also from the fact that expected rules are

absent. We shall show that comparing present and absent rules

may for instance help to identify problems in the way an expe-

rience is structured in the database, or to define more precisely

the operating characteristics of the maintenance processes. To

our knowledge, there is no work addressing this subject.

Reaching these objectives may be easier if a specific formalism

is chosen for modeling the extracted knowledge at a conceptual

and operational level: we have chosen Conceptual Graphs in that

purpose. Their use will necessitate to define first the domain

vocabulary (so-called support or ontological knowledge). This rep-

resentation formalism allows therefore to contextualize the differ-

ent concepts or items contained in the extracted rules and to use

reasoning mechanisms taking into account the specialization of

each concept in the support.

3. An experience feedback process for maintenance

3.1. Methodology

A CMMS allows to plan and follow maintenance activities, by

supporting information management on the workforce, spare-

parts, operation schedules and equipment histories [86]. A CMMS

may contain several modules: we are more specifically interested

in the equipment management module, allowing to locate the

maintenance operations, and in the maintenance management

module, providing the history of the past operations.

Formalizing procedural knowledge in the form of association

rules can be useful for two reasons [58]: (i) the model of the ex-

tracted patterns is simple and understandable for a non-specialist

user and (ii) the workload of the human expert during the process

(data mining) remains limited. In order to generate these rules,

rough information will firstly be extracted from the CMMS data-

base. It will then be ‘‘cleaned’’ to be exploitable, and finally pro-

cessed for formalising knowledge and finding rules. As a

consequence, we suggest to distinguish two different levels in

the EF database: the experiences database and the rules database.

The phases of the suggested EF process coupled to a knowledge

discovery process are summarized in Fig. 2. They are described

with more details in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, together with the tools

used in each step.

We first select the data of interest from the considered CMMS. A

data-cleaning step is then necessary before the processing phase of

EF (this first part relates therefore to the capitalization phase of the

EF process, but it is also the first phase of the knowledge discovery

process, which will be explained in more details in Section 3.3).

This phase aims at improving data quality, especially because data

from the ‘‘real world’’ is usually incomplete (lacking values, lacking

attributes of interest, etc.), noisy (containing errors or duplicates)

or inconsistent (containing discrepancies). This is done by using

techniques like data cleaning, data reduction or discretization

[44]. Indeed, a poor quality of the data would result in a poor qual-

ity of the mining results [37].

As already introduced earlier, the processing phase of the EF pro-

cess addresses two main challenges:

(i) ‘‘experiences database’’ structuration (left path in Fig. 2) for

future reuse, using CGs built from a domain vocabulary. An

experience being a singular instance of knowledge, this

knowledge may remain partially implicit in the experiences

database. However, a better formalization of these experi-

ences, here using CGs and their reasoning tools, may be a

first support for decision making on the maintenance

domain.

(ii) ‘‘rules database’’ generation (right path in Fig. 2) from the

analysis of past experiences, in order to incorporate more

generic knowledge in the industrial maintenance process.

We will use in that purpose the well-known ‘‘Apriori’’ algo-

rithm [3] to extract several types of association rules, and

the projection operation in CGs [66] to allow the user to

evaluate and interpret the extracted rules before validation.

The last phase of the EF process, namely the exploitation

phase, will only be addressed in this article by showing the

possible use of the obtained rules for improving the mainte-

nance process.

In what follows, we present in more details the processing

phase of the EF process: the experiences database structuration

(Section 3.2) and the rules database generation (Section 3.3).

3.2. Experiences database structuration by formalizing experience-

based knowledge with Conceptual Graphs

For knowledge representation with CGs, [15] proposes first to

define a ‘‘support’’, which provides the domain vocabulary. This

Table 1

Association rules mining for maintenance.

Ref. Algorithm/tool Description Application case Data source

Chen et al. [18] Apriori/ Find correlations between machine and

defective products

Semiconductor

manufacturing

Follow-up system

Zhang and Yang [92] Apriori/ Identify man-made mistakes for

improving aircraft maintenance

Military aero-transport Information system

Meseroll et al. [60] /ThinkAnalytics Analyse results of built in tests for

identifying discrepancies

Aircraft industry Built-in-tests

Young et al. [90] Apriori/Clementine Link failures, diagnoses and repair actions

for enhancing maintenance practices

Aircraft industry Maintenance reports

Mirabadi and Sharifian

[63]

GRI (Generalized Rule

Induction)/Clementine

Analysing the causes of accidents in a

railway network

Railway Reports on accidents

Baohui et al. [7] Apriori/ Find association between fault symptoms

and corrective actions

Aircraft industry Maintenance reports

Liu et al. [54] SQL-Based Apriori

Algorithm/

Find links between failures in railway

tunnel condition monitoring

Railway Reports on failures

Maquee et al. [57] Clustering + Apriori/ Analyse efficiency of maintenance

activities by clustering

Bus maintenance Maintenance reports

Sammouri et al. [76] T-patterns/ Temporal associations between alarms

and occurrence of severe failures

Railway Floating train diagnosis

system

Kamsu-Foguem et al. [43] FP-Growth/ Improve production processes (including

maintenance)

Manufacturing Follow-up system



support (S), or basic ontological knowledge, can be considered as a

rudimentary ontology [16] and is essentially defined as a couple

(TC, TR), representing respectively the hierarchy of concept types

and the hierarchy of relation types.

In our context, this support corresponds to a high level and gen-

eric knowledge on the domain, specifying the vocabulary of the

maintenance domain and the semantics of this conceptual vocab-

ulary [31]. Since maintenance is a matter of communication be-

tween operators, maintenance actors and experts of various

fields, a specific attention has been drawn on ontologies, ensuring

that information/knowledge exchanged by different actors is

meaningful, and that all the stakeholders interpret it in the same

way [88]. An ontology is defined in [36] as ‘‘a formal, explicit

specification of a shared conceptualisation’’. The notion of ‘‘conceptu-

alisation’’ refers to an abstract model of the concerned domain (in

our case, the maintenance domain). The fact that the conceptuali-

sation has to be ‘‘shared’’ implies a consensual knowledge, ac-

cepted by the group; ‘‘explicit specification’’ requires that the

concepts identified and the constraints that link them are explicitly

defined. The ‘‘formal’’ aspect allows to guarantee that the ontology

is machine-readable [84]. The components of an ontology should

thus allow to formalize the experience-knowledge in a specific

domain.

This basic ontological knowledge will be encoded in a simplified

general model (see Fig. 3) developed for the EF process in mainte-

nance. TC is described in the left part of Fig. 3, while TR is shown in

the right side of the same figure. These hierarchies provide the sup-

port (S) and are the basis of a knowledge-oriented representation

of the experiences. It mainly allows to model the equipment and

the maintenance interventions according to the three main compo-

nents of an experience considered in this study: context, analysis

and solution. In TC, the ‘‘context’’ part describes the general situa-

tion in which the event has occurred (i.e. Work Order (WO), func-

tional localisation of equipment involved, failure, technician); the

‘‘analysis’’ part presents the cause(s) of the problem; finally, the

‘‘solution’’ describes the type of intervention and the actions that

have been performed for solving this problem (i.e. selected mainte-

nance activities). TR expresses the basic relations of generic ontol-

ogies that will be used here, like ‘‘temporal’’ relation (i.e. before,

after, parallel), ‘‘spatial’’ relation (i.e. in, out), ‘‘logic’’ relation (e.g.

implies), ‘‘usual’’ relation (i.e. object, agent, involve, etc.) [13], as

well as other specific relations of the domain of study, such as

‘‘experience relation’’ (i.e. generates, requires) or ‘‘element of’’.

These relations allow to link the different concepts types in the

representation of an experience.

At the operational level, CGs will represent the knowledge con-

fined in each experience, but also in each extracted rule (see Sec-

tion 3.3). They will for instance show which semantic axioms are

required to use ontological knowledge in an operational way

[30]. Therefore, they allow to address the constraint to integrate

knowledge in a way that facilitates sharing and reuse. They will

also provide reasoning tools that facilitate the visualization and

the verification of the modeled knowledge by end-users [26].

From the support (S) described in Fig. 3, we have built the gen-

eric model of an experience (Fig. 4), represented by CGs. The con-

cept nodes are defined by a label and an individual marker, which

Fig. 2. General scheme of the suggested EF process for maintenance.



identify the considered instance (the ‘‘�’’ denotes a generic marker

or undefined instance) [31]. This model should be adapted accord-

ing to the constraints and restrictions of each application, for in-

stance in order to take into account the type of information

provided by the considered CMMS.

The use of CGs for the formalization and evaluation of the ex-

tracted knowledge, stored in a rules database, is presented in the

next section.

3.3. Rules database generation from a knowledge discovery process

Our goal is here to find a way to extract generic knowledge from

an analysis of past experiences, then to interpret and evaluate the

results obtained with the user, in order to provide a database of

validated rules allowing to support decision making.

In [79], the authors detail how the user may be included in the

process, especially through three types of discovery process:

automatic, semi-automatic and manual. In our approach, the pro-

cess of extraction of association rules involves obviously the inter-

vention of the user to guide the process and validate the results.

This is thus a semi-automatic process.

In Fig. 5 are presented the main steps of the suggested knowl-

edge discovery process. The pre-processing phase aims at preparing

the data and organizes them in an adequate format for preparing

the data mining phase, in which rules will be mined. The last phase,

post-processing phase, covers the interpretation, evaluation and val-

idation of the results obtained.

3.3.1. Data pre-processing

In order to prepare the data in an adequate format for the min-

ing operation, we build here an appropriate ‘‘formal context’’ for

past experiences, based on the ontological knowledge (see Sec-

tion 3.2). This formal context is defined as a triplet D = (O, I,R), in

which D is the database, O is a set of objects or transactions (i.e.

Fig. 3. Hierarchies of concept and relation types (TC, TR).

Fig. 4. A generic model of an experience.



each maintenance intervention), I is a set of attributes or items (i.e.

concepts defined in the support) and R # O � I is a binary relation

between O and I. Thus, each maintenance activity or transaction O

in D represents a set of concepts or items contained in I.

3.3.2. Data mining

3.3.2.1. Definition of an association rule. An association rule is for-

mally defined as a relation between two itemsets (antecedent

and consequent) of a database D. It represents the regularities of

a database through relations of the form ‘‘IF X THEN Y’’, denoted

as X? Y, where X and Y are proper subsets of I (X, Y e I), and X

and Y are mutually exclusive (X \ Y ¼ Ø). X is usually called ante-

cedent, and Y consequent. Let us underline that in spite of this

vocabulary, such rule does not denote a ‘‘cause-consequence’’ link

between two events X and Y, but only that the occurrence of a gi-

ven item in a record would imply the occurrence of another item in

the same record [2].

The support (sup) of a particular association rule X? Y is the

proportion of transactions in D that contain both X and Y, i.e. the

frequency of occurrence of the rule (see Eq. (1)).

Support ðsupÞ¼ PðX\YÞ

¼
number of transactions containing both X and Y

total number of transactions
ð1Þ

The confidence (conf) of the association rule X? Y is a measure of

the accuracy of the rule, determined by the percentage of transac-

tions in D containing X that also contains Y [48]. Confidence may

be considered as a measure of the ‘‘strength’’ of a rule, or condi-

tional probability P(Y|X) (see Eq. (2)).

Confidence ðconfÞ¼ PðY jXÞ¼
PðX\YÞ

PðXÞ

¼
number of transactions containing both X and Y

number of transactions containing X

ð2Þ

The number of rules, and therefore their genericity, will be man-

aged by defining predefined thresholds minsup and minconf of

(resp.) the support and confidence [33]. Choosing these parameters

is not an easy task: it has been often underlined that the user needs

some expertise in order to find the minsup and minconf that will

lead to the best rules [32]. An algorithm has recently been proposed

to mine the ‘‘top-k’’ association rules; this becomes for example

useful when the user wants to control the number of extracted rules

[29].

3.3.2.2. Mining of association rules. The goal is here to derive associ-

ation rules [2] from past experiences, these rules linking the con-

cepts of the modeled domain. This can be done through rule

mining, extracting relevant relationships, correlations, frequent

patterns or associations among sets of items in database.

Two steps are necessary for mining association rules [3]: (i) dis-

cover the itemsets satisfying the user-specified minimum support

from a given dataset (finding ‘‘frequent itemsets’’) and (ii) generate

robust rules satisfying the confidence required by the user from all

frequent itemsets found (generating association rules). Many algo-

rithms exist for discovering association rules, the best known being

the Apriori algorithm [3]. Unlike the other algorithms, Apriori finds

all association rules between frequent itemsets by adding to large

sets, and pruning small sets [20]. This is consistent with our objec-

tive to extract all possible types of rules for later evaluation of the

results by the user.

For the general problem of mining the association rules, m

items potentially lead to 2m frequent itemsets. To address this

problem, the Apriori algorithm uses an estimation procedure in or-

der to determine the itemsets that should be measured at each

iteration. Thus, an itemset X of length k is frequent if and only if

every subset of X, having length k ÿ 1, is also frequent; i.e., if an

itemset of size k is a frequent itemset, then all the itemsets below

(k ÿ 1) size must also be frequent itemsets. This consideration per-

mits a significant reduction of the search space, and allows rule

discovery in a computationally reasonable time [67].

Let k-itemset be an itemset having k items, Lk be a set of large k-

itemsets and Ck a set of candidate k-itemsets. The Apriori algorithm

[3] is summarized in Fig. 6.

As described in [3], the first iteration of the algorithm counts

item occurrences to determine the large 1-itemsets. During the fol-

lowing iterations, the large itemsets Lkÿ1 found in the (k ÿ 1)th

iteration are used to generate the candidate itemsets Ck, using

the Apriori-gen function (see Fig. 6), which includes two phases

taking as argument Lkÿ1: union and pruning. In the union phase,

all k-itemsets candidates are generated. Then, in the pruning

phase, all candidates generated in the union phase with some

non-frequent (k ÿ 1)-itemset are removed [49].

Improvements of the Apriori algorithm have been suggested in

order to decrease the execution time, the memory consumption

and to improve its efficiency [17,91]. An analysis of different

• Evaluation and validation 

(rules formalization and 

projection operation)

• Association rules mining 

related to domain 

(Apriori algorithm)

• Data selection

• Data cleaning

• Data transformation (formal context)

Fig. 5. Main phases of the knowledge discovery process.

Fig. 6. The Apriori algorithm.



propositions developed in the literature for improving this associ-

ation rule mining process is for instance presented in [58]. Never-

theless, because of its popularity and good performance, we have

chosen the classical Apriori algorithm for extracting association

rules in our application example. A post data-mining phase, which

has in our opinion a specific interest and should not be automated,

is so required to evaluate and filter the extracted rules.

3.3.3. Assessment and interpretation of the rules

The post-processing phase is the assessment of the utility and

reliability of the mined rules, then the interpretation of the discov-

ered knowledge [35]. The main objective of this phase is to help the

user to discover useful knowledge in the set of extracted associa-

tion rules. There are several ways to evaluate the association rules

in a knowledge discovery process. An interesting classification has

been presented in [34], suggesting: (i) an ‘‘objective evaluation’’

(based on the thresholds defined by the user, so already taken into

account in Apriori), (ii) a ‘‘semantic evaluation’’ (based on the do-

main knowledge), and (iii) a ‘‘subjective evaluation’’ (based on

the objectives and beliefs of the user). The suggested post-mining

approach is based on this classification.

3.3.3.1. Objective evaluation. The minsup and minconf thresholds

chosen by the user allow a first evaluation of the extracted rules.

Choosing the optimal levels of minsup and minconf is a difficult

task:

If the minsup is high, only experiences often combining the

same itemsets will be considered. As a limit, if minsup = 1, a single

rule would be generated under condition that all the experiences

contain the same itemset. If minsup = 0, each experience would

be expressed by a different rule: no generalization is in that case

performed. Therefore, the minsup directly controls the number of

rules extracted, and as a consequence the degree of generalization

of the knowledge contained in these rules. In practice, efficiently

mining the experiences requires to test different thresholds since

rare rules may be more interesting than frequent ones. In the case

of maintenance for instance, the ‘‘urgency’’ of a corrective mainte-

nance activity may be considered, but very urgent maintenance or-

ders are usually rare. Defining a high minsup would prevent from

generating knowledge concerning these rare, but very critical

experiences.

The minconf has a different interest: it shows the validity of a

rule, i.e. up to what point the consequent part is linked to the ante-

cedent part. A high minconf allows the generation of very robust

rules, but in practice, these rules are usually well known. On the

opposite, rules with a low confidence may be inconsistent (and

may denote typing errors for instance), but may also express unu-

sual but interesting situations.

3.3.3.2. Semantic evaluation. Semantic evaluation allows to validate

the interest of a rule according to external knowledge on the do-

main. Since the knowledge on a large domain like maintenance

has multiple facets and may be complex, it is difficult to give gen-

eric guidelines here, except on an original point: combining objec-

tive and semantic evaluation may allow to diagnose some aspects

of the consistency and coherence of the database.

In that purpose, we propose to use the following step-by-step

approach (illustrated in the case study) as a methodology to under-

stand and interpret the extracted rules:

- analyse ‘‘elementary’’ rules (i.e. involving two items),

- express each attribute by a question,

- express the problem addressed by the rule by combining the

questions involved,

- interpret the support and confidence of each rule,

- analyse the possible use of the rule for improving the mainte-

nance activities,

- check whether the reverse rule is, and should be, present,

- consider the more complex rules by comparison with the ele-

mentary ones by mean of three logical operations, denoted here

as extension (of the antecedent or consequent part of the rules),

permutation (of items between the antecedent and consequent

parts of the rules), and junction (of the antecedent or conse-

quent parts of the rules),1 and then using the same steps above,

- define, using CGs, the structure of the rules database (relations

between identified elementary and complex rules) that allow a

visual exploration of the mined rule set, and

- finally, formalise a ‘‘metarule’’ to generalize a rule-set and pro-

vide a new abstraction level grouping the rules of the rules

database.

Let us consider an example for showing the interest of assessing

present and absent rules, using two attributes of an experience:

‘‘cause’’ of a failure and ‘‘maintenance action’’ performed. In many

real cases, a given cause of failure should result in a given mainte-

nance action; conversely, this given maintenance action is only

performed if this cause occurred. A consequence is that, in such

case, if a rule of the type ‘‘IF (cause of failure A) THEN (maintenance

action B)’’ is generated, the inverse rule should also be generated,

since it has the same support and confidence. In some practical

cases, we have noticed the absence of such reverse rule (see Sec-

tion 4). This may show a difference of granularity in the way the

attributes are considered by the designer of the database (mainte-

nance manager) and the maintenance actor. The cause of failure

could for instance have sub-causes for the maintenance actor, lead-

ing to different maintenance actions.

As a consequence, the analysis of the rules (not only the present

ones but also the absent ones), considering their minsup and min-

conf, may allow to identify some inconsistencies in the databases

(data typing errors, entry mistakes or defaults in the definition of

the attributes).

3.3.3.3. Subjective evaluation: checking the consistence of the rules

with the user’s expectations. Even if algorithms like Apriori may

mine various types of rules, a user in a given situation has usually

an idea on the type of rule that she/he expects. For instance, the

user is usually interested in rules linking ‘‘symptoms’’ to ‘‘causes’’

in a diagnosis phase, or ‘‘causes’’ to ‘‘maintenance actions’’ in the

phase of search for solution.

Let X be the set of discovered association rules. According to a

user query Q regarding the structure of a rule, [53] suggests to dis-

tinguish between four sets of rules:

- Conforming rules a discovered rule Xi 2 X is conform to the user

query Q if both antecedent and consequent parts of Xi can be

derived from Q, i.e. the conforming rules are the derived rules

having both antecedent and consequent parts consistent with

the user’s expectation.

- Unexpected consequence rules a discovered rule Xi 2 X has an

unexpected consequence with respect to Q if the antecedent

of Xi is a projection of Q, but not the consequent part. Unex-

pected consequence rules show discovered rules that may be

inconsistent with the existing knowledge. We can also find in

this category the rules including the user query Q, but the con-

sequent part of these rules provides more information.

1 These operations are semantically well defined by the graph operations of

specialization, generalization and equivalence: the ‘‘extension’’ is a form of ‘‘gener-

alization’’ in CGs, the ‘‘junction’’ a form of ‘‘join’’ in GCs and ‘‘permutation’’ is a light

form of equivalence in CGs.



- Unexpected antecedent rules a discovered rule Xi 2 X has an

unexpected antecedent with respect to Q if the consequent of

Xi is a projection of Q, but not the antecedent part. Unexpected

antecedent rules can show other antecedents that can lead to

the same result. We can also find in this category other rules

including the user query Q, in which the antecedent part pro-

vides more information, leading to the same consequent part.

- Both-side unexpected rules a discovered rule Xi 2 X is both-side

unexpected with respect to Q if both the antecedent and conse-

quent part of the rule Xi are not the projections of Q. Both-side

unexpected rules may be relevant but are not a priori known by

the user or are not mentioned in its expectations.

The visual representation of the mined association rules by CGs

makes remarkably easy the process of modeling a query, then find-

ing the rules consistent with this query: an example of an user’s

expectation is presented in Fig. 7, where the user searches among

the extracted rules those of the form: Context? Analysis. This rule

evaluation is subjective, since it depends on the user through the

type of rule that she/he wants to find.

Finding the rules that meet an expectation is easy using the

‘‘projection’’ operation of graphs defined by the CGs formalism.

The fact that the same language (CGs) can be used at the interface

(query) and operational (processing) levels makes transparent the

logical structure of information, facilitating the understanding and

interpretation of the results by the user [66].

Given two graphs G and H, H 6 G (G is said to ‘‘subsume’’ H) if H

can be obtained from G by a global operation (projection), which is

essentially a homomorphism of graph. Thus, H 6 G implies the

existence of a projection from G to H [66]. More specifically, the

relations of specialization/generalization are fundamental notions

for reasoning with graphs. H is a specialization of G (H 6 G) if H

can be derived from G by specialization operations, or G is a gener-

alization of H (GP H) if G can be derived from H by generalization

operations [16].

Thus, the subsumption relation defines which items are classi-

fied by which concepts i.e., whether the description of a given con-

cept is more general than the description of another concept. The

semantically significant implication of the subsumption relation

is the inheritance of properties from the parent (subsuming) con-

cept to the child (subsumed) concept. The projection operation is

the key computational notion for reasoning on CGs, since it corre-

sponds to the logical subsumption when considering the logical

formulas associated with CGs.

To perform the projection, we first represent the extracted rules

based on the context, analysis and solution of the generic model of

an experience (Fig. 4) using CGs, in order to facilitate their inter-

pretation. We also represent the user’s expectations using CGs.

The query/answering mechanism will search projections between

the ‘‘query’’ graph (user’s expectation) and ‘‘response’’ graphs

(extracted rules), to select a final set of rules relevant for the user.

The existence of a projection from a Conceptual Graph G on a Con-

ceptual Graph H means that the knowledge represented by H is

deducible from the knowledge represented by G (called query

graph). In Fig. 8, we illustrate a projection operation: the concept

‘‘Overhead crane’’ of the graph H is a specialization of the concept

‘‘Type of equipment’’ of the graph G, and the concept ‘‘Cabin’’ is a

specialization of the concept ‘‘Faulty zone’’ according a support

previously defined.

It is then easy if needed to classify the rules according to the

categories defined in [53]: conforming rules, unexpected conse-

quence rules, unexpected antecedent rules, both sides unexpected

rules (see Section 4).

From an algorithmic point of view, the computational problem

of determining whether a given graph can be projected in another

graph has a nondeterministic polynomial time [65]. Some polyno-

mial cases are obtained by restricting the form of the graphs in

practical applications, especially with a polynomial that depends

on the choice of query graph [6]. For instance, the projection of

an acyclic CG into another graph is polynomial [16].

We shall see in next section how this generic approach may be

instantiated on a real case.

4. Application example

We consider here a real set of reports on maintenance opera-

tions performed on overhead cranes, used to assemble different

sections of aircrafts in a large company of the aeronautical sector.

After extraction from the SAP ERP Production Maintenance

module and a cleaning phase, the starting point is an ExcelÓ sheet

with 693 maintenance reports. The main fields (attributes) of this

sheet are shown in Fig. 9: work order number, type of equipment

(here hidden), faulty zone, cause, type of intervention and mainte-

nance action performed (the name of the technician is mentioned

but is also hidden).

After cleaning, we formalize the past experiences and look for

association rules using the knowledge discovery process presented

in Section 3 (see Fig. 2). Therefore, we begin by building a support

of the domain vocabulary in CGs.

4.1. Definition of the support: ontological knowledge

Several platforms and implementation tools for CGs have been

proposed [5], allowing to define a support and to build the corre-

sponding graphs. We have chosen the CoGui platform for this

implementation: the CoGui editor2 is a free graph-based visual tool,

developed in Java, allowing to build intuitive visual structures with

reasoning capabilities. Essentially, this tool allows to build a support

(TC, TR) and a set of CGs representing assertions, usually called

‘‘facts’’, but in our context denoted as ‘‘experiences’’ (stored in the

experience database), and ‘‘rules’’ (stored in the rules database).

Context

Analysis

Fig. 7. Example of user’s expectation expressed by a CG.

Graph G

Graph H

Projec�on (s p e c i a l i z a t i o n  o p e r a t i o n s)

Fig. 8. Example of the projection operation in CGs.

2 http://www2.lirmm.fr/cogui/.



In Fig. 10 is shown a part of the basic support (hierarchy of con-

cept types) used for the application example. In this example, we

consider the same hierarchy of relation types than in the right side

of Fig. 3. Among the main concept types, the ‘‘experience’’ concept

is described by a ‘‘context’’, an ‘‘analysis’’ and a ‘‘solution’’. We con-

sider here that the ‘‘context’’ includes the ‘‘work order (WO)’’, the

‘‘functional localisation’’, the ‘‘failure’’, the ‘‘technician’’, etc. The

‘‘analysis’’ contains the different ‘‘causes’’ of intervention while

the ‘‘solution’’ describes the ‘‘type of intervention’’ and the ‘‘main-

tenance action’’.

4.2. Formalizing experience-knowledge with Conceptual Graphs

In Fig. 11, an event on a bridge crane is the basis of an experi-

ence. The CG for an experience is built according to the support de-

fined in Fig. 10, in which the used concepts are denoted by doted

lines. The graph of Fig. 11 can be interpreted as follows: in the con-

sidered experience, Context C1 requires Analysis A1, which gener-

ates Solution S1. More specifically, the context is described by the

Work Order No 698188 for equipment POMC02002. We distin-

guish here the object of the maintenance action, the failure (on

Fig. 9. Maintenance work reports on overhead cranes.

Fig. 10. A part of the hierarchy of concept types (TC).



the translational movement) and additional data used to locate the

equipment. In the analysis step, we seek for the primary cause of

intervention (in this case, an angular defect of the equipment). Fi-

nally, the description of the solution concerns the type of interven-

tion carried out and the actions performed (in this case, a technical

assistance consisting in a realignment of the instrument).

4.3. Discovering association rules

The objective in this step is to discover association rules on the

past experiences. As an example, we look for rules linking type of

equipment, faulty zone, cause of intervention, type of intervention

and maintenance action, which are therefore the five main con-

cepts of the support used in the data mining process.

During a data pre-processing phase, we have built a ‘‘formal

context’’ organizing the data in an appropriate way, O being a set

of experiences (O = {Experience 1, Experience 2, Experience 3, . . .}), I

a set of main concepts of support (I = {type of equipment, faulty

zone, cause of intervention, . . .}) and R the binary relations between

facts.

We have chosen the SPMF3 software (Sequential Pattern Mining

Framework), which is an open-source Data Mining software written

in java, for association rules mining from a formal context. The Apri-

ori algorithm (Fig. 6) [3], allowing to mine association rules from a

minsup, a minconf and a formal context, is included in the package.

In Table 2, we present some results obtained when the support

and the confidence defined by the user vary. As expected, it can be

seen that the combination of a low minsup and a high minconf leads

to many frequent itemsets, but few rules. A high minconf leads to

fewer but more robust rules, i.e. rules with a high conditional prob-

ability, antecedent and consequent being almost always linked.

For finding a good compromise between number of rules and

robustness, we have empirically chosen minsup = 20% and min-

conf = 90%, leading to the extraction of 21 frequent itemsets and

16 rules (Table 3). The choice of these parameters depends on

the characteristics of the database. In our case, a low support

was required for finding a substantial amount of rules (the number

of obtained rules decreases considerably when minsup increases).

4.4. Interpretation of the extracted rules

Understanding the rules listed in Table 3 is possible, but re-

quires an effort and some methodology. In that purpose, we sug-

gest to use the step-by-step approach proposed in the semantic

evaluation section (Section 3.3.3).

The first four rules of Table 3 are the ‘‘elementary’’ ones estab-

lished by the algorithm (they only link two items). They involve

four attributes denoting answers to the following questions:

Attribute Question

type of intervention: in which conditions?

maintenance action: what?

cause: why?

faulty zone: where?

Let us now analyse each rule.

R1:Maintenance action = Reset ÿ acknowledgement? Type of

intervention = Urgent corrective

Question answered: link between ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘in which

conditions’’.

Interpretation: these two items are often present in the database

(support = 0.29) and the ‘‘reset-acknowledgment’’ action is

often considered as an ‘‘urgent corrective’’ operation (confi-

dence 91%).

Usefulness: this rule allows to know that a given action (reset-

acknowledgment) is often performed urgently in this context.

It would therefore be of interest to check that the required

materials and instructions are immediately available for the

maintenance actors, and that the actors are perfectly trained

for this operation.

R2: Maintenance action = Realignment? Cause = Angular

defect

Question answered: link between ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘why’’.

Interpretation: this rule should allow to link a given mainte-

nance action and its cause. Realignment and angular defect

are often linked (support = 33%).

Usefulness: this rule could allow to improve the diagnosis but

the absence of the reverse rule denotes that an ‘‘angular defect’’

may be addressed by other maintenance actions (the confi-

dence threshold has not been reached by the reverse rule). This

means that the definition of an experience adopted in this com-

pany (denoted by an ontological knowledge) does not allow to

Table 2

Results obtained when support and confidence vary.

Minsup (%) 10 10 20 20 30 30

Minconf (%) 100 50 100 50 100 50

Frequent itemsets 51 51 21 21 9 9

Extracted rules 4 80 3 44 0 12

Analysis: A1 Solution: S1

Context: C1

Fig. 11. Conceptual Graph for an experience of the case study.

3 http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/.



define a clear link between cause and corrective action, causes

being probably not enough precisely described. This statement

should lead to improve the definition of the experiences.

R3: Maintenance action = Realignment? Faulty zone =

Translation

Question answered: link between ‘‘what’’ and ‘‘where’’.

Interpretation: the maintenance action ‘‘realignment’’ per-

formed in the ‘‘translation’’ sub-system of the overhead crane

is often present in the database (support = 34%) and this action

is almost only performed in this zone (confidence = 99%). It

would be interesting to investigate the very rare cases in which

this maintenance action has been performed in another zone

(such exceptional event may denote a typing error).

Usefulness: since this maintenance action often occurs in this

zone, its practical feasibility should be checked (access of the

actors to the zone with the material required by the activity

(intervention) could be checked/improved, etc.).

R4: Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation

Question answered: link between ‘‘why’’ and ‘‘where’’.

Interpretation: ‘‘angular defect’’ is often the cause of interven-

tions in the zone ‘‘translation’’ (confidence = 99%), but the

reverse rule is not present: we might therefore deduce that

many other problems may happen in that zone.

Usefulness: if specific materials or spare parts are required to fix

this problem, they could be positioned close to this zone. If the

faulty zone is critical, actions should be performed to avoid the

occurrence of this cause.

The following rules may be considered as variants of the three

basic ones R2–R3–R4 by mean of the three logical operations de-

fined in Section 3.3.3, denoted here as extension, permutation

and junction:

- extension of the antecedent part of the rules: new items are

added to the antecedent part of the rule, meaning that the rule

becomes more specific. For instance, R5 is an extension of R2: a

‘‘type of intervention’’ (technical assistance) has been added in

the antecedent part. In this case, the support of the extended

rule is lower (meaning that other types of intervention than

‘‘technical assistance’’ are associated with ‘‘realignment’’ in

the past experiences) but the confidence in the rule remains

high. This new rule does not completely overlaps R2, and we

consider that both can be kept, even if R5 does not add much

to R2. Similarly, R7 is an extension of R3 (same addition of item)

and R10 is also an extension of R3 (addition of a cause ‘‘angular

defect’’). R8 is an extension of R4 (addition of the type of inter-

vention ‘‘technical assistance’’). R13 is an extension of R8 and

R14 an extension of R6.

The case of R9 is different: it is an extension of R2 (addition of a

faulty zone ‘‘translation’’) but the support is the same, meaning

that the added item is present in all the experiences that have al-

lowed to create R2, the combination of ‘‘realignment’’ and ‘‘trans-

lation’’ allowing to conclude that the cause is an ‘‘angular defect’’

(confidence in R9 = 1). Such univocal link between maintenance

action and cause is not possible on other faulty zones, since the

confidence in R2 is only 0.97.

R12 is similarly an extension of R5, having the same support

and a higher confidence, it can replace it because it is a more com-

plete rule.

- permutation: the Apriori algorithm also tests permutations of

items between the antecedent and consequent parts of the rules

(the support is identical but the resulting confidence may be

different). R6 is a permutation of R5, the cause ‘‘angular defect’’,

which was in the consequent part of R5, and the maintenance

action ‘‘realignment’’, which was in the antecedent part, have

been permuted. The result is a full confidence in R6 (confi-

dence = 1), meaning that the type of intervention ‘‘technical

assistance’’ and cause ‘‘angular defect’’ allow to conclude with-

out ambiguity on the maintenance action performed ‘‘realign-

ment’’, whereas the type of intervention and maintenance

action may (seldom) be linked to other causes (R5).

- junction of the consequent parts: several rules combine the

consequent parts of other rules that have the same antecedent

part. It is the case of R11, combining the consequences of R2 and

R3, of R15 (R5 and R7) and of R16 (R6 and R8).

R11 links a maintenance action ‘‘realignment’’ and a couple

(faulty zone, cause), namely ‘‘translation’’ and ‘‘angular defect’’.

The good support and confidence of the combined rule, close to

the ones of the two ‘‘elementary’’ rules, shows that there is proba-

bly a high correlation between the two items present on the con-

sequent part of R11. This is confirmed by R4 showing an

association between these two items.

This is quite similar for R15, but its confidence is much lower

than its two ‘‘elementary’’ rules (R5 and R7). We can also notice

that R15 is an extension of R11, R5 being an extension of R2 and

R7 of R3. Nevertheless, R11 is much better than R15 (respective

supports: 0.33 and 0.2; respective confidence: 0.99 and 0.91);

Table 3

Extracted association rules.

Rule ID Rule Sup Conf

R1 Maintenance action = Reset ÿ acknowledgement? Type of intervention = Urgent corrective 0.29 0.91

R2 Maintenance action = Realignment? Cause = Angular defect 0.33 0.97

R3 Maintenance action = Realignment? Faulty zone = Translation 0.34 0.99

R4 Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation 0.42 0.99

R5 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Maintenance action = Realignment? Cause = Angular defect 0.20 0.99

R6 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Cause = Angular defect?Maintenance action = Realignment 0.20 1

R7 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Maintenance action = Realignment? Faulty zone = Translation 0.20 1

R8 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation 0.22 0.97

R9 Maintenance action = Realignment, Faulty zone = Translation? Cause = Angular defect 0.33 1

R10 Maintenance action = Realignment, Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation 0.33 0.97

R11 Maintenance action = Realignment? Faulty zone = Translation, Cause = Angular defect 0.33 0.99

R12 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Maintenance action = Realignment, Faulty zone = Translation ? Cause = Angular defect 0.20 1

R13 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Maintenance action = Realignment, Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation 0.20 0.90

R14 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Cause = Angular defect, Faulty zone = Translation?Maintenance action = Realignment 0.20 0.90

R15 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Maintenance action = Realignment? Faulty zone = Translation, Cause = Angular defect 0.20 0.91

R16 Type of intervention = Technical assistance, Cause = Angular defect? Faulty zone = Translation, Maintenance action = Realignment 0.20 0.93



other types of intervention than ‘‘technical assistance’’ are possible.

R16 is an extension of R6 and R8, with a comparable support

but lower confidence, even if the association between the two

items of its consequent part (faulty zone ‘‘translation’’ and mainte-

nance action ‘‘realignment’’) is also denoted in the elementary rule

R3.

Up to that point, it is clear that understanding the rule database

extracted by a data mining algorithm requires to ‘‘map’’ the links

between the identified rules. The links between rules of the case

study are summarized in Fig. 12. As shown above, such analysis

is important since new knowledge may be created by correlating

the interpretations of the rules that are close.

Finally, CGs can again be used for formalising a ‘‘metarule’’ gen-

eralizing and grouping all the rules of the rule database (see

Fig. 13) (except rule R1, remaining in some sense ‘‘unique’’).

4.5. Looking for specific types of rules

We have shown in Section 3.3.3 that CGs can be used to repre-

sent facts that match the extracted rules and queries that corre-

spond to the user’s expectations.

A limitation of the CoGui editor is that only simple Conceptual

Graphs can be used (CGs without negation and without nesting

graphs) to perform the projection operation, because the software

does not allow an efficient projection with nested graphs. Thus, to

formalize the rules extracted in the case study, we build a simple

CG as a ‘‘fact’’ in CoGui that connects the antecedent and conse-

quent parts by the relation ‘‘implies’’, always taking into account

the generic model of an experience presented in Fig. 4 (i.e. context,

analysis, solution). In the rule representation, let us consider the

context part composed of the type of equipment and the faulty

zone, the analysis part composed of the principal cause of interven-

tion, and the solution part composed by the type of intervention

and the maintenance action. We find in the following figures these

main concepts (i.e. ‘‘type of equipment’’, ‘‘failure zone’’, ‘‘cause’’,

etc.) or the more specific concepts or specializations of these con-

cepts in the support (i.e. ‘‘technical assistance’’, ‘‘realignment’’, etc.)

according to the hierarchy of concepts types (see Fig. 10). In Fig. 14,

we show the representation of R5 using a simple CG.

Let us consider a temporary database composed of the 16 ex-

tracted rules. A query (Q) is expressed through a CG in order to

model the user’s expectation. Therefore, elements answering Q

(i.e. projections) are defined as elements in the database that are

specializations of Q, or in other words, elements that are subsumed

by Q [16]. We show in Fig. 15 a user’s expectation (‘‘new query’’)

that corresponds to query Q: it is the ‘‘model’’ of rule that the user

expects. Thus, the software will search in the extracted rules those

of the form [Solution]? (implies)? [Context].

The CoGui interface puts in black color the projection found.

The results of these projections have been classified in conforming

rules, unexpected consequence rules, unexpected antecedent rules

and both-side unexpected rules and are presented below.

Fig. 12. Links between extracted rules (sup,conf).

Fig. 13. Metarule grouping R2 to R16.

Analysis

Solution

Fig. 14. Model of the extracted rule R5.

ContextSolution

Fig. 15. User’s expectation (query Q).



4.5.1. Conforming rules

R3 (left side of Fig. 16) and R7 (right part of Fig. 16) are the only

rules conform to the user query given that the antecedent and con-

sequent parts of R3 and R7 can be derived from query Q. In other

terms, the concepts of R3 and R7 are specializations of concepts

of Q according to the support (i.e. R3 6 Q and R7 6 Q). A small dif-

ference exists between these two rules: R3 does not specify the

type of intervention as in rule R7, where the type of intervention

corresponds to a technical assistance (‘‘technical assistance’’ is a

specialization of concept ‘‘type of intervention’’ (see hierarchy of

concept types in Fig. 10)).

4.5.2. Unexpected consequence rules

R11 (left part of Fig. 17) and R15 (right part of Fig. 17) are rules

including the user query, but their consequent part provides more

information; the type of intervention (technical assistance) and the

maintenance action (realignment) give also the cause of interven-

tion (i.e. angular defect), which is not specified in the query. Com-

pared to R11, R15 specifies the type of intervention (technical

assistance). This is the same for R2 and R5, which also have unex-

pected consequence according to the user query.

4.5.3. Unexpected antecedent rules

Rules R10 (left part of Fig. 18), R13 (middle part of Fig. 18) and

R8 (right part of Fig. 18) include other antecedents than the query

(i.e. the cause of intervention), leading to the same consequent

part. The difference between these three rules is in the solution

part, i.e. the type of intervention and associated maintenance ac-

tion. R10 specify the maintenance action (realignment), R13 the

type of intervention (technical assistance) and the maintenance ac-

tion (realignment), and R8 only specify the type of intervention

(technical assistance). The support and confidence of these rules

ContextSolution ContextSolution

Fig. 16. Conforming rules with the user query: R3 and R7.

ContextSolution Context

Solution

Cause
Cause

Fig. 17. Unexpected consequence rules: R11 and R15.

ContextSolution

Cause

Solution Solution

Cause CauseContext Context

Fig. 18. Unexpected antecedent rules: R10, R13 and R8.



are quite different (see Table 3). On the other hand, R4 (Fig. 19) has

an unexpected antecedent according to the user query, i.e. only the

consequent part of R4 is a projection of Q.

4.5.4. Both-side unexpected rules

The rest of the extracted rules are both side unexpected rules

according to the considered query, i.e. rules R16, R12, R9, R1, R6,

R14. Neither the antecedent nor the consequent parts of these

rules are projections of query Q.

Other queries can be built on other classical associations,

depending on the user objectives and expectation in each situation,

for example:

� [Context]? (implies)? [Solution]

� [Analysis]? (implies)? [Solution]

� [Context] [Analysis]? (implies)? [Solution]

Rules fitting with these queries may help to efficiently orientate

human decision making when an urgent maintenance is needed in

a given recognized situation, but may also help to identify recur-

rent problems on some machines, which could be solved by corre-

sponding preventive maintenance activities.

5. Conclusion

This paper describes a framework for the development of an

Experience Feedback process in maintenance, taking benefit of

the potential of CMMS for providing a huge volume of information

on past experiences that can be translated into new useful knowl-

edge. The use of Conceptual Graphs at various steps of the process

is one of the originalities of our study: we have shown that CGs

may be useful (i) to model the past experiences and extracted

rules, according to a support (ontological knowledge) defined for

each application; (ii) to help the user for modeling his expectations

regarding the extracted knowledge; (iii) to filter the mined rules

according to the user’s expectations; (iv) to represent the links be-

tween the identified rules; (v) to provide a metamodel generalizing

a rule-set and providing a new abstraction of the extracted

knowledge.

A specific emphasis has been set on the semantic interpreta-

tion of the extracted rules: we have suggested a step-by-step sys-

tematic approach for facilitating this interpretation, considering

first ‘‘elementary’’ rules, then complex ones. We have also shown

that additional knowledge may come from the identification of

the links between mined rules, and from a comparison between

present and absent rules. On the base of a limited but real case

study, we have also shown that the extracted rules may not only

help to structure knowledge on how the maintenance activities

should be performed, but may in some cases detect problems

in the way the database is structured, or in the way the informa-

tion is entered.

Future investigations firstly aim at improving the process of

association rules mining, by an in depth analysis of the influence

of the support and confidence chosen by the user. In order to ex-

plore both frequent and rare data (which have different interests),

the objective is to analyse the interest of generating several sets of

rules, based on different support and confidence thresholds, then

to compare the obtained knowledge databases. We shall also con-

sider the use of other mining algorithms in order to obtain other

type of rules, and in order to optimize memory and time used on

large databases. Three new applications are in progress, in the

aeronautical, pharmaceutical and petro-chemical domains, using

more complex databases with more cases and much more attri-

butes for describing an experience. This complexity will be the

base of new opportunities for improving and optimizing the meth-

od, especially concerning the interpretation of the formalized

knowledge.
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